PUSH Physical Theatre's Trunk Show Will Be
Presented as Part of Virtual Rochester Fringe
PUSH Physical Theatre's Trunk Show will be available on demand throughout the 12-day festival (September
15-26).
by BWW News Desk

Sep. 1, 2020

Rochester's internationally renowned PUSH Physical
Theatre hasn't missed performing in a Rochester Fringe
since the festival debuted in 2012, and this year's virtual
Fringe is no exception. PUSH Physical Theatre's Trunk
Show will be available on demand throughout the 12-day
festival (September 15-26); tickets are $10 and available at
rochesterfringe.com.
The show's official description is as follows: "As you know, all the members of award-winning PUSH
Physical Theatre live together in a small travel trunk. Their stage manager folds them carefully inside
after each performance and sits on the lid until the next show. They've been in there for a while now
and it's time for a break-out. Created especially for the small screen, witness original stories, funny,
intimate, heart-breaking and universal, caught and released into the world with PUSH's signature
athleticism and no-holds-barred physicality."
What the description leaves out is just as important as what it includes. Almost the entire show was
shot during the COVID-19 shut-down and finding ways to do so safely necessitated some major
creativity on the company's part. The only portion that features an actual audience is from a preCOVID-19 recording, and its inclusion draws a powerful parallel between the current and former
states of the performing arts.
"We quarantined for weeks before rehearsing and shooting together, and did a lot of both outdoors,"
explains Darren Stevenson, who founded and directs the 20-year-old company with fellow performer
and wife, Heather Stevenson. "We're physical performers - yes - but we're storytellers as well, so we
had to learn very quickly how to think like filmmakers in order to make this virtual show work."
In addition to a comic opening by the Stevensons, five varied pieces, and interviews with each PUSH
performer including newbie Sydney Burrows, the 45-minute show includes the world premiere of

"RACE or 'You've Seen Me Before.'" Created just weeks ago by Darren Stevenson, company member
Ashley Jones, and guest artist Hassiem Muhammad from New York City, the work addresses racism
in a very visceral way. It was made possible in part by an ongoing fundraiser called Support the
PUSH Forward Project, which supports PUSH's mission to create and perform stories that inspire
change.
"I can't speak for all black people, but...odds are I'm not the only black guy who feels like I'm walking
through this world with a burden," says Muhammad in his on-screen introduction to the piece. "Odds
are I'm not the only black person who feels like I'm in a race that I never signed up for."
About PUSH Physical Theatre: Founded in Rochester, NY in 2000 by husband-and-wife team, Darren
and Heather Stevenson, out of a desire to "push" the boundaries of conventional theatre, PUSH
Physical Theatre has since earned an international reputation as one of the U.S.'s leading physical
theatre companies.
Recently featured in acclaimed collaborations with the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, the Ying
Quartet, and Pulitzer Prize-nominated composer Ricardo Zohn-Muldoon's two multi-media operas
(Comala and No Se Culpe with fellow composer Carlos Sanchez-Gutierrez), PUSH has also produced
its own full-length works including DRACULA, Jekyll & Hyde, and Arc of Ages. Additionally, its wideranging repertory includes many shorter works such as "Red Ball," a hilarious take on the interplay
between the real and virtual worlds using iPad technology.
Known for intense athleticism, gravity-defying acrobatics, and soulful artistry, PUSH has been called
"a perfect metaphor-in-motion" by CITY Newspaper and "a rare treat" by NY Theatre Guide. PUSH
was a season finalist on TruTV's national series, Fake Off, a competition/reality show featuring what
producers dubbed "the captivating art of 'faking'" - a mix of theatre, acrobatics, and illusion. Their
performances caused judge and Glee star Harry Shum Jr. to exclaim: "You guys are superhuman!"
These masters of physical storytelling have received the Community of Color/Anton Germano Dance
Award, the Performing Artist of the Year Award from the Arts & Cultural Council for Greater
Rochester, and the University of Rochester's Lillian Fairchild Award. In addition to a busy touring
schedule, PUSH is passionate about arts-in-education programs and runs a summer intensive for
adult students from all over the world.
Media please note: Additional high-resolution photos and broadcast-quality video are available, and
interviews can be arranged. Reviewers: please request comp tickets at
https://rochesterfringe.formstack.com/forms/press_comp_requests.
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Casey reviews PUSH Physical Theatre
By Casey Carlsen

P

USH Physical Theatre, the brainchild of artistic directors and founders Darren and
Heather Stevenson, has a satisfying repertoire built from the local company's 16
years in existence, but it's always exciting to see a new piece. The Fringe audience
Saturday night at the School of the Arts' main stage was shown the world premiere of "0's
and 1's," a work still in progress.
Darren prefaced the performance of the piece with a brief talk about national and political
identity in the world. "I just feel like maybe, if we could do a few more silly things ... and a
little less hating and shooting ..." he said.
Light and the absence of light contribute greatly to an aura of menace that imbues most of
this piece. Performers wear portable video projectors and �ashlights, which initially,
spookily illuminate their faces and leotard-clad bodies; by the end, scattered colored light
from the projectors ushers in a lighter mood -- hope, perhaps peace.
The piece has a high-tech, calculated feel, but at the same time, a primitive, elemental side.
For much of it, the performers are enmeshed together or alone in large pieces of a shiny,
stretchy fabric. Bodies struggle inside. Black fabric covers faces. Then hands and feet
protrude. Eventually, the fabric is discarded, the movement becomes more upward bound,
and the music is more optimistic.
PUSH excels in deeply layered work that grows richer in meaning with repeated viewings.
This is one such piece. I look forward to seeing it again to gain further insight into its
message.
The company is, however, equally adept at conveying humor and lightness through
movement. Saturday night's program was balanced between dark and light. "Parenthood,"
for example, a hysterical take on beleaguered parenting, had the audience chuckling as the
Stevensons mimed an exhausted couple woken repeatedly to attend their young children.
The genius of the company's physical comedy is readily apparent as the two take turns
shuf�ing off to burp and change the babies -- all made clear without any props, only
movement and facial expression.
The other two pieces performed Saturday -- "Job" and "The Soldier" -- are both hard-hitting.
"Job" takes its name from the biblical character and delivers a powerful rendition of his
anguish. The action centers on an immense metal ring that the performers clamber in and
out of as they �ght their way to some kind of freedom. AviPryntz-Nadworny demonstrates
his prowess with this apparatus (he has performed with Cirque de Soleil) as the title
character trying to master his demons.
"The Soldier" features Darren progressing from a boy at play to a soldier in battle. His
expressions during his slow motion war scenes are, alone, worth attending the show. He �res
his gun and his face contorts in agony and disbelief. Then, it appears he is hit. Red light �oods
the stage �oor. He staggers, his body �aying, he falls, contorts, stills, and then the stage goes
black.
PUSH Physical Theatre will perform again Friday, September 23, 7 p.m., and Saturday,
September 24, 8 p.m., at RAPA @ SOTA: Allen Main Stage. $18. Appropriate for all ages.

IN THIS GUIDE...
Leah reviews 'A Blue Sky Like No Other' and The 24‑Hour Plays

“A thrilling and
Artful performance.”

– Alli Crandell, Coastal Carolina University
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Rochester Fringe Festival, Day 3:
PUSH Physical Theatre review

ONE OF THE MUST-SEE SHOWS
OF THE FRINGE
by Casey Carlsen

A large crowd filled the lobby and looped around the entrance to the TheaterROCS stage at Xerox Auditorium Friday night as people waited patiently for the doors to open for PUSH Physical
Theatre’s first show at Rochester Fringe. I gleaned from snippets of conversation in the rapidly
overheating space that many had seen PUSH perform before and were coming back for more.
They were, in PUSH parlance, “PUSHERS,” as followers are playfully dubbed on the group’s
website.
Darren and Heather Stevenson founded the group in Rochester in 2000, wanting a vehicle in
which to perform and create that embodied not just dance and not just theater, but a host of other
disciplines, including mime, gymnastics and acrobatics. In short, it was to encompass whatever
physical vocabulary they needed in order to convey what they wanted to express. In fact, the
company includes a classically trained actor, Jonathan Lowry; a parkour (climbing urban spaces)
instructor, martial arts expert and gymnast, Andrew Salmon; and an actor, juggler, and gymnast
from Cirque du Soleil, Avi Pryntz-Nadworny.
The company’s first piece last night, the premiere of “The Evolution of Aviation,” immediately
demonstrated the impact of combining these various forms of movement and expression. The
members of PUSH possess a startling ability to transform their bodies into other entities through
movement, sound, and expression. Without using any props, the performers became gliders,
helicopters, and planes, as well as the pilots of these vehicles. Starting with the basic position of
laying stomach to the ground, arms hovering sideways like wings -- the plunky strains of ragtime
music establishing the time period - the group progressed to more elaborate depictions of flying
machines. A flurry of hands became propellers. A central dancer supported a smaller dancer in
the air on either side of him to become a plane’s wings. PUSH possesses the beguiling ability to
access the inner world of the imagination through physical transformation, that innate gift of early
childhood that most of us, sadly, left behind long ago.
The audience responded with resounding enthusiasm throughout the show, bursting into laughter or chuckling with appreciation again and again. In fact, humor and accessibility are part of
the group’s wide appeal. Unusual for a dance company -- almost unorthodox, in fact -- Darren
Stevenson spends substantial time on stage during every show addressing the audience, his truly
funny anecdotes and insightful, self-effacing quips chipping away at that limiting wall between
performers and their audience.
By far my favorite piece of the evening was the gut-wrenching “Web,” a dark departure for the
group. The 2011 piece closely examines both the savagery of abuse and violence and its emotional and psychological fall-out. Lowry was superb as the victim, literally harnessed and roped to
his torturers who yanked him around and mimicked striking him with ugly sneers on their faces.
Lowry’s classical background was evident, as finely filtered expressions moved across his face
to convey the pain, fear, and bewilderment at the brutality he was enduring. His body was no
less expressive than his face. He recoiled again and again as would an animal under attack,
each time his resistance fading incrementally. The most affecting 10 seconds of the night’s
performance -- in fact, the most affecting 10 seconds of anything I’ve seen in Fringe so
far -- transpired after the brutes had finally tired of their tormenting, unleashed Lowry and left
him, a collapsed heap of humanity. Salmon turned abruptly then and mimed a final fierce jerk in
the air. Brilliantly choreographed, Lowry responded as if he were still wearing the rope; his body
spasmed up into the air, then collapsed back into itself.
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